Post_it software for beginners

1 Introduction
post_it has been developped in IDL by Eric Guilyardi. It uses SAXO routines which has been
developped by Sébastien Masson1. post_it may help visualise and analyse netcdf data outputs from
models automaticly without knowing properly the SAXO routines. However I recommend the user to
have some notions of IDL to use this software. A good way to do this is also to read the SAXO
documentation on http://forge.ipsl.jussieu.fr/saxo/
1.1 Directories and files
You should create two directories in your home directory :
•
'POST_IT' (where to download the sources through svn)
•
'SAXO'
(which
can
be
a
link
to
Sébastien
Masson's
directory
'/usr/home/smasson/SAXO_DIR/SRC/' if you have an account in LOCEAN or once again
dowload the sources through svn).
post_it has a new structure since it has been managed by a svn server. The 'POST_IT' directory
contains 7 main directories :
chromios.loceanipsl.upmc.fr:/.autofs/home/mklod/POST_IT> ls
config doc grids out procs tools usr
chromios.loceanipsl.upmc.fr:/.autofs/home/mklod/POST_IT>
The main files which the user will have to change are :
chromios.loceanipsl.upmc.fr:/.autofs/home/mklod/POST_IT/usr> ls l
rwrr
1 mklod lodyc 2956 Jul 12 17:52 init.pro
lrwxrwxrwx 1 mklod lodyc
8 Jul 11 18:23 i.pro > init.pro
lrwxrwxrwx 1 mklod lodyc
5 Jul 11 18:26 p > p.pro
rwrr
1 mklod lodyc 8198 Jul 17 17:59 plt_def.pro
rwrr
1 mklod lodyc 63820 Jul 17 19:10 post_it.pro
rwrr
1 mklod lodyc
45 Jul 11 18:25 p.pro
lrwxrwxrwx 1 mklod lodyc
18 Jul 11 18:23 r.pro > ../procs/reset.pro
chromios.loceanipsl.upmc.fr:/.autofs/home/mklod/POST_IT/usr>
1.2 Launch IDL and POST_IT
•

Parametrize the init.pro file (the path variable where to find the POST_IT and SAXO
directories > mandatory ; other directories such as homedir > you can leave the default

1 For more information about SAXO, see http://forge.ipsl.jussieu.fr/saxo/

•

values).
Launch idl in the 'usr' directory.

chromios.loceanipsl.upmc.fr:/.autofs/home/mklod/POST_IT/usr> idl
IDL Version 6.2 (linux x86 m32). (c) 2005, Research Systems, Inc.
Installation number: 500138.
Licensed for use by: CNRS/ IPSL
IDL>
•

Execute the 'init.pro' file in the IDL window (@init or @i if you made a link : ln s init.pro i)

IDL> @i
% Compiled module: KEEP_COMPATIBILITY.
% Compiled module: FIND.
% Compiled module: PATH_SEP.
......................
•

Execute the 'post_it.pro' in the IDL window (@p or p if you made a link : ln s p.pro p)

IDL> p
% Compiled module: P.
% Compiled module: POST_IT.
% Compiled module: DEF_WORK.
% Compiled module: PLT_DEF.
% Compiled module: DECODE_CMD.
........................

2 File post_it.pro
2.1 General description and a first example
post_it.pro is the file in which you will work. It defines the in line commands2 which will be
read by post_it so as to get the plot you want. For instance :
cmdline = [ $
; var
on exp
grid plt timeave date1 spec disp proj out
'sohtc300 1 2L24 T
xy 100y 1860 
1
1
v', $
'lastline 0' ]
This means that you want the sohtc300 variable to be visualised from a netcdf file called
'2L24_100y_1860_*_grid_T.nc' on a 2D plot 'xy'. The result is the following picture.

2 The in line command corresponds to the 11 strings of character which set the plot

As a consequence, the names of the netcdf files are standardized and follow this pattern :
'Experiment'_'Frequency'_'Date1'_'Date2'_'Grid Type'.nc
2.2 More details about the variables defined in 'post_it.pro'
•

Variable 'spec_base_list' defines where to find a specific database of files. It should begins
with the name of the experiment (here all files beginning with 'CMAP_')

spec_base_list = [ $
'CMAP = local:/home2/mkdlod/database/CORREL/', $
' ']

•

Variable 'data_base_list' defines also where to find by default all the databases ('ncdf_db'). Il
also allows to define generic databases. For instance, 'MRI_db' defines all files beginning
with 'MRI' : it can be 'MRI_', 'MRIoCTL', 'MRIo2X'...

data_base_list = [ $
'ncdf_db = local:/home2/mkdlod/database/', $
'MRI_db = local:/home2/mkdlod/ERICLSCE/database/IPCC/', $
' ']
•

Variable 'out_ps' defines where to find the postscripts files generated and puts them in the
'iodir' directory.
out_ps = homedir+'/Post_out/'

•

Variables 'prt_BW', 'prt_col', 'prt_tra' define the unix print command you want to use for
printing postscripts files. This does not work at the moment in my case !!!!!!
prt_BW = 'lpl'
prt_col = 'x4'
prt_tra = 'lprdgt'

•

Variable '' :
lp_opt = ''

•

Variable '' :
ghost = 'lpg'

•

Variable 'out_all' : if you want to override all the local 'out' options (each in line command
has a specific 'out' option). For instance, you visualised 10 plots already and you want to

print them all. Instead of setting all the individual in line 'out' options, you set 'out_all' to 'ps'
once and for all. By default, it shoud be set to '' to avoid to override local 'out' options.
out_all = ''
•

Variable 'other_file' : Instead of using the file 'post_it.pro' to read the in line commands, you
would like to use another file ('post_it.pro' might be too big).
For this purpose, set the variable 'other_file' to the name of the other file. By default, it is set
to '', which means 'post_it.pro' has to be read. Pay attention to the fact that the structure of
the other file is bit different from 'post_it.pro' since you should only find the 'cmdline2'
variable (similar to 'cmdline' from 'post_it.pro') in it.
other_file = 'ipcc'
other_file = 'post_it_test'
other_file = 'post_it2'
other_file = ''

•

Variable 'cmdline' : In this very long variable, you set the plot you want to see or print.
Please check the other example below :

cmdline = [ $
; var
on exp grid plt
timave date1
spec
'precip 1 2L24 lmdzl xt_pac_eq 1mm 01_18601959 12_18601959
'topl
0 2L24 lmdzl xt_pac_eq 1mm 01_18601959 12_18601959

disp proj out
2P 1
v', $
1
1
v', $

'lastline 0' ]
This in line command allows to see 2 plots on the same window ('Paysage' format). These are
the seasonnal cycle of precipitation (called precip) and OLR (called topl) for the '2L24' experiment
along the equator ('x' > longitude, 't' > time). The variable is averaged zonally on the box 'pac_eq'
which is defined in 'domain_boxes.def' file. The grid type is 'lmdzl'. The file should contains 12 mean
months from January to December and those mean months are carried out on 100 years from 1860 to
1959. The result is the following picture.

At the end of the 'post_it.pro' file, the program is launched through the following command :
def_work, data_base_list, out_ps, cmdline, out_all, other_file, spec_base_list

2.3 Usage of command line ?
cmdline = [ $
; var
on exp
'lastline 0' ]

grid plt

timeave date1

spec

disp proj out

'var' : The name of the field is usually the long_name stored in the netcdf file. If you add
'@@' at the beginning, it means that post_it will read 'fld_macros.def' to get the right macro
to launch (for instance, compute the standard deviation of the sosstsst field through
@@sosstdev)

•

; var : <name> of field
;
@@<name> for macro defined in Defaults/fld_macros.def
;
<name1>=f(<name2>) for scatter plot y=f(x) or
;
<name1>=f(next) to use next line as 'x' (uses time interval of name1)
;
<name>@s<sigma> to plot <name> on isopycnal <sigma>
'@@sosstdev 1 CDT3 T

1 v', $

'on' : If you want to see a plot, set this variable to '1'. When you want several plots on the
same window, you may hide one of these by setting 'on' to '2'. It will leave a blank space
where the plot should have been drawn.

•

; on

xyt 1m@t412 187001 196912 1

: 0/1 (2 = empty window in multiwindow plot)

'@@sosstdev
'@@sotoxdev
'@@sotoxdev
'@@sotoydev
•
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0
0
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2x2
1 1
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1 1

1 v', $
v', $
v', $
v', $

'exp' : If you want to make a difference between 2 experiments, you 2 have options. This is
the first one. Pay attention to the fact that the 2 files should have the same 'var' name, the
same 'grid', the same 'timeave', the same 'plt', the same 'date1'...

; exp : name of exp. For difference of 2 exp : <exp1><exp2>
;
For division of 2 exp : <exp1>/<exp2>
'sozotaux
•

1 CD22L24 U

xt_pac_eq 1mm 01_18601959 12_18601959 2P 1 v', $

'grid' : The grid type defines the grids (regular or irregular like the ORCA grid) to read.

For instance, post_it will read grids_ncpt62.nc which is stored in 'IDL/Defaults/Grids'. This
grid is considered as regular (because you specified it in plt_def.pro in the variable
'nc_grid_list'). This file contains 3 variables : the land sea mask fraction, latitudes as a 1D
variable and longitudes as a 1D variables. And post_it through saxo routines will build the
grid with the help of those variables : gphit (eg latitudes), glamt (longitudes), tmask (masks
on Tpoints), e1t (scale factor along x), e2t (scale factor along y) as 2D variables... Usually
the atmospheric grids are regular. You can get easily the 'grids_...' files through the IPCC
database3 with the variable 'sftlf' and build a new “grid”. At the moment, only 2D field can
be read from these grid.
If the variable is stored in an irregular grid, things are a bit more complicated to build a new
grid readable by post_it and saxo. You will need to build a file where the variables gphit,
glamt, glamu, glamv, tmask... are already stored. For the moment, the ORCA grid (NEMO,
IPSL) and the MICOM grid (BCM model, NERSC) can be read (even 3D fields). These
grids are Arakawa Ctype with T, U, V and F points.
; grid : grid name or @<grid> (to read grid from data file)
'precip 1 NCEP ncpt62 xy 58y

1948 

1

1 v', $

3 Have a look on http://wwwpcmdi.llnl.gov/ipcc/standard_output.html#overview

•

; plt
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;

'plt' : This parameter defines the kind of plot you want to see. It will define some features for
the saxo plot routines. You can perform 2d maps, hovmoeller diagrams, simple time series,
spectrum of time series...

: xy, xz, yz, x, y, z [append _<box> or _#<bathy>]
{xt, yt, zt, t}_<box>[@f<direc><width>][@s][@z][@r<win>]
<box> : defined in Default/hovmoel_box.def
<bathy> : first letters of bathymetry file in Default/Grids
<direc> : t,x,y,z = filtering/smoothing direction (default: t)
<width> : running mean filter width (default = 1)
grid point smoothing for space
@r<win> : time serie stddev in running <win>dow
@s : spectrum of time serie
@w : wavelet of time serie
@z : remove zonal mean (eddy field) from 2D field (xy
plot only)
density bining plots : xs, ys, s [append _<box> or _#<bathy>]
st_<box>[@f<direc><width>][@s]
statistics : @@<variable> 2D plot: plt=xyt

'sosstsst 1 2L24 T

t_nino_3@s 1m@t412 186001 195912

1

1 v', $

•

'timeave' : The time average defines the duration on which the files have been averaged. For
instance, you will have '1m', '1mm', '1y', '32y'. You may add a trend to that : do you want to
remove the seasonal cycle from the time series ? Thus the trend shoud be @t412. Or if you
want to write data in another netcdf file, the trend should be @t9 (in that case, you will also
have to define the 'out' parameter – see below).

; timeave : <n>[m]<timeave>[@t<trend>]
;
n: integer, timeave: of d(ay),m(onth),y(ear)
;
[m] stands for mean <timeave>
;
> requires spec for date interval (of mean):
;
[date_i][date_f]
;
<trend> : time serie trend type (default = 0, in this
;
case, use @t9 to
;
activate data output writing  out=data)
;
@t412: remove mean SC
;
@t41: remove mean of time serie
;
•

'date1' : The name of the netcdf file should have some indications of dates (for instance,
2L24_1m_186001_195912_grid_T.nc). If you only want to visualize the monthly mean SST
of May 1871, you will have to specify 187105 as the 'date1' parameter. It is not compulsory

to specify any final date for the 'spec' parameter in that case : '' will be enough. The dates
specified in the name of the file and the dates specified in post_it.pro should be coherent
since the netcdf file only contains time steps : in our example, May, 1871 should
corresponds to the 137th time step in the file. Dates can go down to daily scales (18710510)
and you can even specify seconds.
; date1 : [yy..yyy][mm][dd][sssss][_<ave_period>]
;
<ave_period> for mean <timeave> : date interval <date_i><date_f>
;

•

'spec' : This parameter has two meanings. It may define the ending date of a 1d plot (SST
anomaly averaged over nino_3 region as a function of time). But it may set parameters for a
to make differences between two plots : this is the second way to make differences.

; spec : time serie : date2
;
difference : d:<exp>/<timeave>/<date1>[/<spec2>]
'votemper 1 CD2 T
•

xz_pac_eq300 100y 1870 d:2L24/100y/1860 1

1 v', $

'disp' : the kind of display is set with this parameter. You can specify if you want several
plots on the same window and how they will be organised on it. By default, plots are carried
out with a landscape view. For the example below, 'disp' is set to '2x2' and the plot would
have been the same with '2x2L'. Please notice that you don't have to set 'on' to '1' at each line
: the first line is enough ; post_it understands that it has to consider four lines for the plot.

; disp : multiwindow display n[x<m>][<orient>] <orient> = P (L is default)
'sosstsst
'tsol
'sozotaux
'sometauy

•

1 CD2 T
xy 100y
0 CD2 lmdzl xy 100y
0 CD2 U
xy 100y
0 CD2 V
xy 100y

1870
1870
1870
1870

d:2L24/100y/1860
d:2L24/100y/1860
d:2L24/100y/1860
d:2L24/100y/1860

2x2
1 1
1 1
1 1

1 v', $
v', $
v', $
v', $

'out' : the kind of outputs you want is set with this parameter. You may want to see 'raw'
data without processing. In that case, 'out' has to be set to 'tv'. This plot will be similar to a
call to 'pltv' saxo routine (you will be able to click on 2d map with your mouse and see
pointtopoint values). You may want to write processed data (Wind stresses standard
deviations, SST anomaly averaged over nino_3 region as a function of time, ...) in another
netcdf file. In that case, 'out' has to be set to 'data'. You may want to print your plot into a ps
file ('ps') after having visualised it ('v') or directly print it to the printer ('psc') > does not

work ?????
; out : v (view), tv (tvnplot), ps[prt] PostScript, data (ascii,
;
requires timeave + @t9) or (t)cdf (netCDF file)
;
prt = b : BW printer
;
prt = c : color printer
;
prt = t : transparent printer
;
to save postcript activate save_ps in plt_def
;
tcdf: pltt netCDF writing (t, xt, yt types)

3 File plt_def.pro
The file 'plt_def.pro' is important because it sets some global variables declared in com_eg.pro.
If you want to add a new global varaible, you'll have to modify com_eg.pro and plt_def.pro.
•

'box_h' : It will define the area read in the netcdf file.

; horizontal domain
box_h = [20,380,30,30]
•

'glamboundary_box' : the longitudes range shown on the plot is set with this parameter. In that
case, the first longitude shown on the left is 20° and the last one is 380° (360°+20°).

glamboundary_box = [20, 380]
•

Those parameters set the limits for the ocean models in depth and for the atmospheric models
in altitude (pressure).

; vertical domain
depth_z = 5000
zoom_z = 400
hpa_min = 10
hpa_max = 500
•

'msf_mean' : Useful for the computation of the meridional stream function in the macro
(make_msf2.pro). Keyword used for the definition of the dimensions of the computed data.

msf_mean = 0
•

Those parameters define the the boxes on which the average is made.

; vert_type = 'level'
; 'z' for depth/altitude or 'level' or '0' for nothing
vert_type = '0'
vert_mean = [1, 1] ; [depth1,depth2] or [level1,level2] in C notation 0jpk1
•

Useful for density projection plots ('xs', 'ys', 's_', 'st' plot types).

; density domain (sigma) + delta sigma
sig_min = 20.
sig_max = 27.
sig_del = 0.2
sig_bowl = 0 ; 0/1 bowl overlay on density binned plots

•

Useful when comparing timeseries on the same plot.

; crosscorrelation and normalisation:
c_normal = 0
; normalise data serie
c_correl = 1 ; when overlay of 1d curves : 0/1
lag_correl = 12L ; bound for laggedcorrelation [lag_correl,..,0,...,lag_correl]
•

Useful when studying the seasonal interannual variability for a given field. It is used in the
macro make_stddev.pro

; standard deviation
stddev_diff = 0
; 0/1 (if = 1 makes a difference between the
; std dev for a given month and the std dev of the whole time serie)
; Active with the make_stddev macro for a given month (ex : @@sosstdev_01 for
; sst std dev only for January)
•

; axis
; 
; lat_axis : latitudinal axis : 'reg'ular or 'sin'us latitude
lat_axis = 'reg'
•

; min /max
; 
; free minmax in 1Dplots (yes) or take fld_glo_mmx.def value (no) [yes]
free_1d_minmax = 'no'
•

Useful parameters for hovmoeller plots.

; Hovmoellers
; 
; trend_typ : 0 no trend
;
1 remove initial value to serie (trend)
;
2 remove previous value to current (drift)
;
3[<n>] remove serie to mean of <n> final values (inverse trend)
;
4[<n>] remove [n]average running mean of serie (anomaly)
;
for monthly serie use <n>=12 to remove mean
;
seasonal cycle
;
this value can be fieldoverriden by specifying @t<trend_typ> after
;
timave in postit line
;
6[<n>] time integral of field activation. <n> is the
;
number of previous time steps to integrate from
;
(default is from beginning of time serie)
;
;
; field_int : field time integral (0/1)
; nb_cycles : number of repeated cycles for seasonal time series
; def_stride : default stride in hovmoeller sampling (see domain_boxes.def)
trend_typ = '0'
field_int = 0
nb_cycles = 2
def_stride = 1
asciidir = homedir+'out/ascii_out/'
•

'calendar_type' : models usually have 360 days per year e.g. 30 days per month. But some other
models are a bit more complex and use more realistic calendars.

; calendar type
;
0: 365 days/year
;
1: gregorian
;
N: N days per month
;
calendar_type = 30
•

These parameters define some garphical options, whether you want a color palette or a black
and white palette and if you want to put the colorbar on the plot or not.

; shading : (fill) 1/0
; pal_type: 'bw', 'col', '2dom' (2dom = read 2 domains in isolignes  ISOSP)
; grey_shade: % of black for 2dom case
; grey_shade_1/2: % of black for 2dom case : difference plots (/+)
; col_palette: 'yes' or 'no' (put colorbar or not)
;
shading = 1
pal_type = 'col'
grey_shade = 20
grey_shade_1 = 5
grey_shade_2 = 20
col_palette = 'yes'

•

'cont_fill' defines whether you want to mask the continents or not. And 'cont_real' is a keyword
which sets the real continents or not.

cont_fill = 1
cont_real = 0

•

; continent fill for atmosphere grids (1/0)
; draw real continents (0)
; = 0 (no real continents drawn)
; = 1 (real continents drawn instead of the mask)
; = 2 (mask + real continents drawn)

'vector_sample' defines the way vectors are shown on a vector plot. In that case, it will draw one
vector out of two.

vector_sample = 2
;;
•

; vector sampling (1)

Those parameters defines the thickness, the style and the colors of 1D curves. Have a look on
the online help (search for 'Line Annotation Properties' and 'Graphics keywords (collected)' in
the 'Index' panel).

line_thick = [2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2] ; 1D plot line thickness (for each overlay curves)
line_style = [1,1,1,1,2,2,3,3] ; 1D plot line style (for each overlay curves)
line_color = [1,2,3,4,6,7,7,8] ; 1D plot line color (for each overlay curves)
; 1=black; 2=red; 3=green; 4=blue; 6=purple
; 43  90  160  190  210  254
; blue turq green yell orange red
•

Those parameters are important for y=f(next) plots (for instance, zonal winds anomalies
averaged on Nino_4 box over SST anomalies averaged on Nino_3 box).

symbol_families = '1'
; 4x3 number of colors in time symbol plots (modulo)
; use <n> or <n>x<m> (n same colors, modulo nxm)
symbol_families = '4x3'
;; symbol_families = '12x1'
symbol_style = [1,1,1,1,2,2,1,1,1,1,1,1] ; Symbol style (for each overlay symbol)
symbol_color = [1,2,3,4,2,3,7,8,9,10,11,12] ; Symbol line color (for each overlay symbol)
mean_sc_only = 0
;; mean_sc_only = 4 ; 1 = Only plot mean SC in yfx when symbol_families='4x3' and hotyp=t
; 2 = Only plot SC of std dev when symbol_families='4x3' and hotyp=t
;
(require 1m@t412)
; 4 = Only plot ICS per month + errorbar when symbol_families='12x1'

•

'look' defines how the drawn axis look like. And 'contour_options' defines whether you want to
draw the contours or not.

; Graphic keywords for axis, contours
;; contour_options = ',/nocontour' ;;;;;; include this line to delete contour labels
contour_options = ',cell_fill=2' ;;;;;; include this line to include contour label
look = ',linestyle=0,xthick=2,ythick=2,zthick=2,sepdate='' '''
•

When 'fill_space' is set, it forces the plot the occupy the maximum space allowed.
'marge_option' may be used to reduce blank space between legends or plots of the same
window. And 'title_type' defines whether you want to draw the titles and subtitles or not.

; Use of page space and titles
; marge_option : add or reduce marge around the plot ; suitable for
;
optimizing space when several plots on the same
;
window. See title_type and titles keyword below to
;
set it
fill_space = 1
; fill space on plot (0/1) (/rempli option) ?
marge_option = 'marge=[0,0,2,2]' ; (use [0, 0, 2, 2] to fill up even more space
title_type = 'TS'
; default type of titles
; 'T' for title only, 'S' for subtitle only
; 'TS' for both
; 'off' for no titles

•

'default_txt_format' defines by default the legend to write along each 1D curve. In that case, the
name of the experiment will discriminate the different curves. If you want to specify more
information, you have to add a string of characters behind the '1o'

default_txt_format = 'E' ; default text in legend for 1D plots (E)xperiment(V)ariable[L]ong
name[U]nits(B)ox

4 Files in the Default directory

